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Bissell model 9595 manual

Video transcript: Three filters in the cleanView vacuum must be cleaned regularly for the highest performance. First, remove the dirt tank and empty it. When the dirt tank is open, reach and turn the internal cyclone clockwise to remove it. It can be wiped clean with a damp cloth. Then press the filter button on the handle to check the pre-motor filter. Remove this filter and wash by
hand with warm water and a mild detergent. All parts must be completely dried before the replaced parts. There is also a postmotor filter tray under the dirt bin. Pull out the tray and remove the filter. Lightly tap it on the side of the Recycle Bin to clear it. The post-motor filter cannot be washed with water. If any of the filters are damaged or will not come clean, they must be
replaced. 0QO4G22GXI Similar models: 9595, 1319, 1322, 1328, 1330, 1330K, 1331, 1332, 13321, 1334, 1413, 14522, 2410, 24101, 2412, 3247, 3583, 3918, 7636, 8531 User Guides &amp;amp; Tips Useful Information to get all from your BISSELL machine Spare parts genuine BISSELL parts so your machine works flawlessly Register your product register today to find all the
information you need Show more published responses Video transcript: Thank you for purchasing the BISSELL CleanView Vacuum with OnePass Technology! This vacuum is easy to assemble. The only tool you need is a Phillips head screwdriver. First, slide the handle to the top of the machine base and secure it with two screws included. Now the clip of the extension wand
enters the gap on the back of the vacuum and rotates in place. Then squeeze the top line wrap tabs and press it into the socket over the extension wand clip. To attach the hose, arrange the ribm cuff with a hole in the back of the vacuum and turn to lock. Fold the hose over the wrapping, and then press the other end into the lower hose. Now add the tools to the back. The
turbobrush attaches to the back of the handle, the dust brush fits into the opening under the upper hose wrap and the crack tool fits into the extended van that goes into the clip in the middle of the wire. The assembly is now complete. To start cleaning, simply plug it in, press the power button and go! AhSZbcY9xJU AhSZbcY9xJU 1 2 3 Table of Contents 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
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